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Abstract

This paper will examine two numerical approaches to simulating the University of Birming-
ham non-synoptic winds simulator. Both simulations have used URANS and either DES or LES
to simulate the simulator. The first case considers a simple domain that for the DES case uses an
inlet condition which bases its turbulence generation on the value of turbulent kinetic energy found
in the real world simulator. The second case uses a slightly different domain with a novel mixed
synthetic boundary condition being used at the inlet. The similarities, differences, advantages and
disadvantages of the two methods will be discussed.

1 Introduction

Within the last few years, thunderstorm downburst type events have received considerable interest
because of the different flow field it presents when compared with a synoptic wind event (Chay &
Letchford (2002), Lin & Savory (2006), McConvilleet al. (2009)). Figure 1a illustrates that severe
thunderstorms can produce a streamwise velocity distribution which differs from the typical boundary
layer flow as well as a notably different velocity time history which is highly non-stationary, illustrated
in figure 1b.

CFD is often used to simulate thunderstorm downbursts in a variety of ways. Research is tending
to fall broadly into two disciplines; simulating the physical mechanisms of a downburst, using some
form of meteorological model or simulating the physical simulators being used for research.

Previous meteorological models have included but aren’t limited to, Procter (1988), Orfet al.
(1996) and Masonet al. (2008). Procter (1988) and Procter (1989) used a numerical model (the
Terminal Area Simulation System, axisymmetric version) to examine precipitation driven downbursts
and obtained vertical velocity profiles closely matching doppler radar campaigns of the time. Both
Orf et al. (1996) and Masonet al. (2008) modelled a downburst by introducing a cool plume of air
into the upper atmosphere which then sank due to buoyancy effects, thesemodels did not include
the affects of moisture cloud microphysics but produced results which matched closely with actual
downburst events. The most recent model has been developed by Linet al. (2007) which uses the
CM1 cloud microphysics model (Bryan & Fritsch (2002)) which uses a moistnon-hydrostatic model
to simulate a downburst event. While meteorological models produce profiles very similar to profiles
captured by doppler radar and other measurement campaigns there are difficulties in using such a
model. Extracting the wind fields to allow calculations of pressures around buildings and hence wind
loads is difficult due to the complexity of the model and difficulty in predicting where the downburst
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will fall. This would make the potential placing of terrain used to simulator model buildings difficult.
They are also very computationally expensive to run.

The other method if to simulate the various types of impinging jet simulator. These numerical
models use either URANS or LES to simulate the various types of downburst simulator. There are
some advantages and disadvantages to this approach, one of the main advantages is that it is relatively
simple to calibrate the model as data from the simulator can be used to provide initialconditions
and to check the simulation is progressing as expected. However the physical mechanism used in
the impinging jet simulators differs greatly from that of a real downburst event. Previous work by
Letchford et al. (2002), Masonet al. (2005), Lin & Savory (2006) and McConvilleet al. (2009)
has shown that velocity time histories can match reasonably well. However Sterling et al. (2011)
discusses the problem of scaling such simulations. The question then arisesas to how to then calculate
the pressure coefficients around a building given the scaling problems discussed. These problems are
inherent to impinging jet type simulators and are not likely to disappear in the recent future and neither
is an alternative solution likely to present itself so such problems should for now always be considered
when analysing data.

One of the first such numerical impinging jet simulations was by Selvam & Holmes (1992) who
carried out a 2-d steady state impinging jet simulation to examine if a simplified model could come
close to the work of Procter (1988). The model on the whole captured the vertical velocity profile
successfully with a slight overestimation towards lower altitudes due to known problems with thek−ǫ

model overestimating turbulence in regions of high shear. Recent work byZhouet al.(2011) used LES
simulations of an impinging jet to look at a wind field on a solar updraft tower andthe possible wind
loading implications this might have. They found that the simulated wind loading produced a pressure
field similar to that seen by Fujita & Wakimoto (1981) in early studies of thunderstorm downbursts
and would have the potential to load the tower in a different manner to synopticwinds.

(a) Streamwise vertical profile
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Figure 1: (a) A schematic illustration of the mean streamwise velocity profile corresponding to a
’typical’ downburst and a typical boundary layer wind. (Lin & Savory,2006). (b) A comparison of a
synoptic and downburst wind velocity time history.

2 Numerical Approaches

The approach followed in this paper is to simulate the University of Birmingham simulator using two
different methods. Both methods are described below and both make use ofthe open source CFD
software OpenFoam set up in different configurations. Both simulations can be run using either an
LES or URANS numerical solver. In the models current forms the two computational domains are
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different, currently the domains are being altered so that they are similar to each other.
One of the major differences (other than the domains at present) is the way the two simulations

handle boundary conditions and the inlet for the LES and DES simulation cases. For an accurate
simulation the inlet condition needs to be accurately modelled so that turbulence develops correctly
away from the inlet condition. There are a number of ways of doing this, for example providing
an upstream region to develop turbulence before the inlet is a good approach that produces good
results. However the upstream region cannot be extended indefinitely soother methods have to be
considered. One such method used by Taboret al. (2004) is to use periodic boundary conditions
and allow the simulation to run for some time, however these are only suitable for steady state, non-
transient problems, of which a downburst flow is not.

For the downburst simulation another approach is required. The generation of a random velocity
profile for inflow data to match actual turbulent flow fields is a difficult and computationally chal-
lenging process. One possibility is to superimpose random fluctuations on a uniform inlet velocity to
achieve turbulent behaviour at the inlet, similar to the work of Rai & Moin (1993). However different
flow types require different random fluctations in order for turbulenceto generate correctly. It is there-
fore preferred for simplicity to use a lower order description provided bydifferent related turbulent
quantities than to use an enormous amount of information to describe turbulence. It is this approach
that the standard OpenFoam solver for the inlet condition adopts, using a turbulence generation based
upon the value of the turbulent kinetic energy. Although there are a large variety of other turbulence
methods that have been developed for accurate presentation of turbulence in inflow data. In case one
the standard OpenFoam solver is used while in case 2 a mixed synthetic boundary condition proposed
by Singh (2012) has been used.

The mixed synthetic inflow boundary condition works by selecting an appropriate correlation func-
tion for space and time and also by selecting a true analytical representation of turbulence. A mixed
spectral method generates the turbulent velocity field with a designated temporal correlation, a two
point spatial correlation and a one point cross correlation. Details of the method can be found in Singh
(2012).

2.1 Case one

The use of CFD at the University of Birmingham was used initially to provide another method of flow
visualization of the simulator due to the difficulties in setting up flow visualisation equipment where
the simulator is located. The numerical domain was set up as a 10m x10m x 2.5m box with an .stl file
used to simulate the inlet and also used to simulate a high rise building. The general set up can be seen
in figure 2, the mesh used was non-uniform with the floor and building havinga much higher mesh
density so that developing boundary layers could be captured adequately.

The roof and floor of the simulation are modelled as walls with the sides acting as outlets. The
inlet condition was initially modeled as a jet with turbulence intensity of2%, velocity 13.7ms−1.
Later simulations adjusted turbulence intensity to13% to more closely match the flow from the jet in
the simulator. The inlet condition was also time varying with the jet being initially "on" before being
turned off after1s. The outlets were set up as follows; if flow goes in the direction out of the domain
(ϕ < 0) then a Neumann (zero gradient) boundary was assumed. If the flow attempted to reenter the
domain(ϕ > 0) a Dirichlet boundary condition of zero velocity was supplied. Whereϕ is the flow
rate through the boundary face given as the dot product of the velocityvector with the vector normal
to the boundary face.

The simulation itself was run for2s, which gave time for the flow to cease after the jet was turned
off. Pulsing the jet in this manner enabled an examination of the vortex structures formed in the model
rather than looking solely at the steady state impinging jet that would otherwise develop.
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2.2 Case two

The domain for case two currently differs from case one and was set upusing a6m× 6m× 2m box
with a one metre diameter inlet cylinder with a length of1.5m entering the domain at the centre, this
is illustrated in figure 3a. A uniform mesh spacing of 25mm was used throughout the domain. For
the URANS test case thek − ǫ model was used, it is acknowledged by the authors that this is a poor
choice because of the over estimation of turbulence in wall regions but it allowed a quick test that the
model was behaving in a manner that was expected. An inlet velocity of10ms−1 was used with the
other boundaries defined in the same manner as case one. For the LES case the boundaries were the
same apart from the inlet condition which used the mixed synthetic boundary condition.

3 Preliminary results

3.1 Case one

The preliminary URANS results can be seen in figure 2. At the current time theDES simulation has
not been run to completion due to problems with numerical stability caused by meshing problems. The
URANS simulation captures the primary vortex generation and the expected pressure field observed by
Fujita & Wakimoto (1981). It also shows similar velocity values in the same regionsas the downburst
simulator, albeit with less velocity variation caused by turbulence because ofthe limitations of the
URANS method.

Figure 2: Preliminary URANS velocity field at time 0.4s

3.2 Case two

The URANS simulation captured the basic vortex generation near the expansion. However the smaller
secondary vortex generation near the expansion and near the groundare not captured. An illustration
of the URANS results can be seen in figure 3a.

The use of the mixed synthetic boundary condition enabled the same mesh to be used for the LES
simulation as the URANS simulation. Although it is acknowledged that with a cell spacing of25mm

that these preliminary tests are unlikely to capture the boundary layer on the floor particularly well.
The mixed synthetic boundary condition showed a quicker transition to realisticturbulence than case
one. This is important when the inlet to floor distance is only3.5m or 2m as in case one as turbulence
does not have a long time to develop. The LES simulation was also more successful at capturing
vortex generation, not only successfully capturing the vortex generation near the expansion, illustrated
in figure 3b but also capturing the smaller secondary vortices generated near the expansion and the
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bottom wall. However at present there are some problems with the LES simulationwhen compared
to the URANS and results from the physical simulator. At an equivalent distance in the physical
simulator the vortex is still attached to the floor, illustrated in figure 4b. In the LESsimulation there is
a suspected unwanted interaction with the outlet condition which results in the vortex lifting up from
the floor in the same position.

(a) URANS simulation velocity field at time (b) LES simulation velocity field at time

Figure 3: Case two URANS and LES results

(a) LES simulation pressure field at time(b) Birmingham simulator flow field mapping,
McConville (2008)

Figure 4: Case two LES pressure field and velocity flow field mapping
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